CASE STUDY | Opti+ Basisschool De Startbann

Satisfied customers are important to us. But the
students and teachers who benefit from our solutions
are even more important! Read below to hear what
Johan Vanhoyland, director of school Basisschool
De Startbaan had to say about the school’s recent
technology and furniture update.

“As Director of the Basisschool De Startbaan I believe our educational visions
are very similar to other schools. We want our students to succeed, so we
try to meet all of their individual needs. Therefore we utilize every opportunity we get to purchase new textbooks and furniture. Interactive boards and
Opti+ furniture go hand in hand with our educational vision. The brand new
equipment is interesting for both student and teacher. I think it is important for
a school to keep up with the technologies of tomorrow if we really want to
prepare our students for a 21st century workforce. In terms of school furniture
and textbooks, we will not hesitate to implement something new. “
“The ergonomic nature of the furniture is a distinctive feature. This significantly
increases the comfort level of our students which helps them stay attentive.
I’ve tested the seats myself and believe me, they’re really nice. The footrest
adjusts easily to fit the various heights of the students, making the investment
well worth it.”

“I love how the Opti+ looks,“ said
the director Vanhoyland.
“It’s nice that students can really interact with the tables and chairs, the increased flexibility really differentiates our school. Now we all have separate
tables and personal workspaces. I find it interesting that the classrooms can
reconfigure from an individualized work setting into group work without losing
much time at all. Since there are wheels underneath, the students can quickly
move the desks themselves to create different arrangements. Opti+ creates
many possibilities.”

Johan Vanhoyland

Our school has been in operation for three years now, when we opened
community members, students and teachers were all pleasantly surprised with
the technology upgrades and unique furniture solutions, the only responses we
have received over the years are positive ones!
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